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ABSTRACT
We con Wider some algorithms that manipula\te lnng trigonometric series
of the form '', Ai
 scn ( B i ). where A i and B i are symbolic expressions and
scn means sine or cosine:!
 Section 1 describes an efficient algorithm for con-
verting trigonometric polynomials to trigonometric series. The results of
Section 2 are independent of the order of terms of trigonometric series.
Physically interesting trigonometric series are often very long. Section 3
describes efficient algorithms for Section 2 and the multiplication, addition,
and differentiation of long series. These techniques are used extensively in
SPASM (Hall and Cherniack, 1969).
RESUME
Nous considerons quelques elgorithmes qui manipulent de longues
series trigonometriques de Is forme 4 A i scn ( B i ), ou A i at Bi
sont lee expressions symboliques at ecn eignifis sinus ou cosinus.
La premiore pertie decrit un algorithms efficace pour convertir
des polyno"mes trigonometriques ® des series trigonometriques. Les
resultats de Is deuxieme pertie sont independents de 1 1 ordra use
termes des series trigonometriques. Lee series trigonometriques
interessantes physiquement sont souvent tree longues. Le troi-
sisme pertie decrit des elgorithmes^efficaces pour Is deuxieme
pertie at Is multiplication, l'addition at is differenciation des
series longues. SPASM (Hall at Cherniack, 1969) fait un usage con-
siderab'.e de cos methodes.
XOHCrM. T
PaccmaTPXBaWTCR HecKOnbxo anrOPM(DMOB KOTo pw e MaHXnynHPYWT
AnHHHEe TPxroHOMeTpX gecxxe PRAM BXAa
	
Ai ecn ( Bi ) , rAO A i K Bi
RBnRMTCR OnepaTOPHMMM BHPasxeHK9MX H ech 03HagaeT CXHyC KnV
KOCXHyC . UCTb 1 OnNOMBaeT AeNCTBeHHO anrOPYHI^M AnR npeo6p a3o-
BaHMS TpxrOHOMeTPXneCKoro nOnXHoma B TPxroHomeTPXueOKKI4 PRA.
Pe3ynbTaTM gaCTx 2 RBnRWTCR HeaaBXCXMNMX OT nopRAKa uneHOB B
TPxrOHO1M -_TPXgecKxx pRAaX. Ox3vueCKX XHTepeOHme TpxrOHomeTPXme-
cKxe pR;zm gaCTO 6MBaWT oueHb AnNHHH. gaC Tb 3 OnuCUBaeT AeACTBeH-
Hme anrOPXCc MN AnR gaCTx 2 H yMHozeHXe, cnozeHHe H AHcDcDepeHUXPo-
BaHHe AnXHHMX PRAOB. 3TX npxemm MXPOKO ynOTpe6nRWTCR B CIIA3M' e
(Xann H gepHHaK, 1969 .r.).
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TECHNIQUES FOR MANIPULATION
OF LONG POISSON SERIES
J. R. Cherniack
1. PRELIMINARIES
A trigonometric series ( TS) is a finite series of the form Z, A i scn (Bi).
We assus,^ that A i. B  are polynomials, although our remarks igeneralize
quite readily to such esoteric constructs as noncor . imutative fields. "we will
always write polynomialb the same way according to any fixed ordering rule,
which we need not describe. We say a polynomial is 0 if it is null, or is
> 0 or < 0 if it haR first coefficient > 0 or < 0, respectively.
The set of Poisson series (PSG) is a proper subset of the set of trigono-
metric series. We call a TS a PS if
1) Terms with zero coefficients do not appear.
2) No sin ( or cos) terms have the same arguments.
3) Every argument is positive, except for at most one null argument
for a cos term.
4) The symbol Tr does not appear in any arguments (thus excluding
sin (x) + cos ( ,ff /2 - x) from the set of PS).
For example, (x2 + y2 ) sin (xy 3 ) - (x2 + y2 ) sin (-xy 3 ) is not a PS;
(2x2 + 2y2 ) sin (xy 3 ) is.
The set of PS is noteworthy because it is uniquely closed, aside from
term order, under the elementary operations and because any trigonometric
polynomial can be uniquely represented as a PS. Moreover, PS are prevelant
in much of classical analysis, particularly in celestial mechanics.
This research was supported in part by grant NGR 09-015-002 from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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2. CONVERSION OF TRIGONOMETRIC POLYTIOMIALS
TO POISSON SERIES
2. 1 Introduction
We consider some problems involved in extending symbolic polynomial
manipulating systems like ALPAK (Brown, 1963), PM (Collino, 1966), or
SPASM (Hail and Cheruiack, 1969) to systems that manipulate finite linear
trigonometric series of the form FA i scn (B i), where all A i and B. are
symbolic polynomials not involving sine or cosine.
2. 2 Reduction to Canonical Form
We proceed to map polynomials P[scn (a l ), scr ► (a), ... , scn (an)] into
their PS equivalents. The a's are polynomials.
Let T be any term of P. By repeated application of the identities,
cos x cos y = [cos (x-y) + cos (x+y)] /2, sin x sin y = [cos (x-y) - cos (x+y)] /2,
sin x cos y = [sin(x-y) +sin (x+y)] /2, sin (-x) _ -sin (x), and cos (-x) cos (x).
We can reduce T to a PS. Moreover, since T is the product of powers of
odd and even functions, the reduced form of T must be odd or even and there-
fore must consist of all sines or all cosines. This reduction is not computa-
tionally efficient.
We can reduce P to a PS by applying the identities above to each term in
turn, but this method is not computationally feasible without elaborate book-
keeping to minimize duplicate computation. We shall see that we can arrange
for the polynomial manipulator to do the bookkeeping if we use the complex
exponential representation of sine and cosine,
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We recall that sin (x) = (e ix - e -ix)/2i and cos (x) (e"' + e -ix )/2. If we
write X for e ix, we can write sin (x) = (X - X -1 ) /2i and cos (x) = (X + X" 1 ) /2.
We choose SPASM for the polynomial arithmetic because it allows negative
exponents. In the other systems, we can manipulate pairs of polynomials
representing numerators and denominators. (For example, coe (z) corre-
sponds to the pair ( Z 2
 + 1, 2Z). )
2. 3 An Example
In SPASM, where variable names can be names of polynomials, we let
X be the pointer to the argument of scn ( x) and we do our initial computations
in terms of polynomials of pointer names. An example should make things
clearer. Let us find the PS equivalent of
sin (a2 + bc) cos2 ( a2 - bc) = sin (x l ) cos2
 (x2)
	
ix 1 	- ix 1	 2	 ix 	 - ix^1 2(1/2i)(e	 - e	 ) (1/2) (e 2 + e "
= 8i [Xl - X11 I [X2. + X21] 2
	 (1)
= 1 [X 1 X2 + 2X 1 + X l X2 2 - Xi 
1 X2 - 2X1 1 X _1 1 X2 1]	 (2)
	
1 X 1 X2- X1 1 X2 2 	X1 - X1 1 X 1 X2 2
 - X11X2
2i	 4	 +	 . 2	 +	 4	 (3)
= I sin (xl + 2x2 ) + 2 sin 	(xl ) + sin (xl - 2x2 )	 (4)
= 4 sin (3a2 - bc) + 2 sin (a2 + bc) - 4 sin (3bc - a2j	 (5)
2.4 Details
This procedure generalizes readily. For each term of P, in general,
the transition from step (1) to step (2) requires one polynomial multiplication
for each factor, since the expansion of (X. t X- 1)n is known explicitly by the
J	 J
A similar method developed independently by S. R. Bourne (private com-
munication, 1970) is described in his doctoral dissertation.
a..	 I
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binomial theorem. The coefficient of each term is collected separately and
the exponent 1 /i is noted modulo 4.
The transition from step (2) to step (4) is more interesting. By inspect-
ing the exponent of 1/i (we multiply the coefficient by -1, if appropriate), we
can tell immediately whether the result is a sine or a cosine series. It is
-1not necessary to rearrange the terms of the product P =
	 J11(X• + X. ) nj as weJ
did in step (3). A typical term of P is of the form C XI X2 ... Xnn, where
the C, j l , j2 , ..., jn are nonzero signed integers. It follows from the
symmetry of P that there must exist another term of P of the form
t C X1.11 X-J2 
	
X-Jn .
We can thus get to step (4) by ignoring each term of P whose leading
factor has an exponents 0. In our examrle, all the information required to
recreate step (4) is contained in the terms X 1 X2 , 2X 1 , and X12X- (P can also
contain constant terms that eventually correspond to cos (0), which are
treated analogously).
Tq complete the transition to (5), we must interpret terms of the form
cj k XJk = c. exp (i jjkxk)  with j l > 0 as scn terms. We can tell from the
exponent of 1/i whether we have a sine or a cosine. The coefficient of the scn
term is 2c . Finally, the argument of the scn term is k. jk xk, which can
be computed by use of the host polynomial manipulating system.
Alternatively, we could defer step (5) and keep two running sums of the
sine or cosine contributions from each term of P; then, we could perform
step (5) once for each running sum when all terms of the polynomial had
been processed. This is especially easy if complex polynomial arithmetic
is available.
It is clear from the construction that PS afford a canonical representation
for trigonometric polynomials.
!,.
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3. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
3. 1 Introduction
The reduction by means of both the complex exponential and the straight-
forward application of the addition formula have been programed in SPASM.
For the conversion of eight terms given by [ cos2 (x) + sin2(x)] 7 cos (xy), the
first method is 100 times faster than the second, and it is clear that the
relative speeds diverge exponentially with the complexity of the expression.
We consider algorithms for the computer m.!nipulation of large Poisson
series — in particular, the elementary operations for multiplication, addition,
and differsntiation of such series. After some preliminary examples, we
develop multiplication algorithms of increasing complexity. The last
algorithm is significantly faster than its predecessors. Addition, differentia-
tion, and conversion of trigonometric polynomials follow simply.
When this procedure was first used, , we observed that the PS equivalent
of physically interesting trigonometric series, such as those for the geopo- 	
114,
tential, were large cempared with the memory of the host computer. Indeed,
real proiAems fit into memory with difficulty, and we were forced to use
secondary storage. Efficient use of secondary storage required imposition
of a hash-based canonical term ordering on PS.
3. 2 Two Examples
Let
r N	 N
P =	 cos (Xi)	 cos (Yj)
0
S
.
where X i , Y  are names of polynomials. If we choose the polynomials xi
and yj as X i
 and Y j , respectively (i, j = 0, . . . , N^ we obtain
Example I
N N
P I =	 cola (x i ) cos (y1)
1;0 j=0
N N
•	
= 1 ^E [cos (xi + yi ) + cos (x i - yj)]
i--0 j=0
If we choose the polynomials ix and jx as X i and Y  (i, j r 0, .... N), we
obtain
Example II
N N
PH
 = Fa cooF 	 (ix) coo (jx)j=0 i=0
N N2	 E Cos [( i + j) X] + cos [(1 j) X]j=0 i=0
2N
.
	
= 1: A  c os (kx)
k= 0
where the exact values of the ak do not concern us.
Examples I and II represent two poles of the problem of collecting like
terms. In example II, 2(N + 1) 2 terms collapse to a final result of 2N '+ 1
terms. In example I, there is no collection of like terms. As we develop
multiplication algorithms, we shall see how they fare with Pi . and PII.
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3.3 The Basic Almorithm
We state algorithms in the spirit of Knuth (1968): 	
^i
Algorithm M (Multiply Poisson serie}i). Given two PS A and B, form their
product.
Ml [Initialize] . Set RS -- 0 (running sum on secondary storage). Set
CS	 0 (cure sum of terms most recently accumulated).
M2 [Loop] . For each term of A and B, perform steps M3 through M5 (A
and B are on secondary storage so, for example, we make a pass over B for
each term of A, buffering as appropriate, etc. ).
M3 [Multiply terms] . If the A and B terms are a l scn (a2 ) and b  scn (b2),
form their product—the two terms P = (a l b l )/2 scn (a2 - b2 ) and
Q = t (a I b 1 )/2 scn (a2 + b2 ). If the arguments are not positive, negate them
and change the sign of the coefficients, if necessary, while invoking the
identities sin (-x) = -sin x and cos (-x) = cos X.
M4 [Update core sum]. Combine P and Q with CS to update CS.
M5 [Check for core overflow] . If CS is full, combine CS with RS to update
RS, and set CS	 0.
M6 [Mopup]. ^ombine CS with RS to update RS.
M7 [Terminate] . Collect like terms in RS if necessary. Product is RS.
End.
We have begged the question of when to collect like terms. The simplest
strategy is to postpone collection until step M7, merely adjoining new terms
to the bottom of CS in step M4. This strategy is efficient (with respect to
time) for example I, but is terrible for example II.
We can improve algorithm M's performance on example B if we collect
like terms in sto t , M4, for then we will be sorting fewer terms to do the
collection of M7.
t
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F
fAnother way to improve performance is to impose some order on terms
of Poisson series.	 Any transitive ordering will do, so long as equality holds
only if the terms are of the same trigonometric type (sin or cos) and have
identical arguments (e. g. , lexigraphically an argument with sin preceding
cos for identical arguments).	 We shall write a <D b and a O b for a
precedes b and a equals b,	 respectively.	 Then, change step M5 to sort CS
inO -ordez on overflow and collect like terms, which must be adjacent.
If we merge the sorted CS with KS, combining like terms on the fly, the
resulting RS will be in order. The collection of like terms is then unneces-
sary in step M7. This method does a much better job on example II.
However, it is not so good for example I, because a lot of time is spent in
step M4 or the modified M5 in discovering that there are no like terms.
Our dilemma is that we want to collect like terms as soon as possible
but we do not want to check for them unless there are some. Problems like
these have been solved by hash techniques for years; we shall borrow the
methods freely (Flores, 1969, pp. 85-97).
First, we associate an integer, or hash code h(P), with each polynomial
P, 0:5 h(P) < N. Now, using h and the o-ordering previously defined,
we define a new M -ordering on terms, as follows:
U A E a 1 scn (a2) , B a b 1 scn (b2 ) ,
A r--=l B	 if A O B,
A r <	 B	 if	 h.(a2) < h(b2)
or if
	 h(a2) = h(b2 ) and A O B
i. e. , terms in ED-order a ye grouped in as-z ending order of hash codes,
and those with equal hash codes are 0- ordered.
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Our final strategy is
Algorithm F (Multiply Poisson series A and B using leash techniques).
F 1 [Initialize] . Set RS 4- 0, and replace all elements of CS by A (nil).
F2 [Loop] . For each term of A and B, do steps F3 through F4.
F3 [Multiply terms] . Form P and Q as in step M3.
F4 [Process each term of product] . Hash (P). Hash (Q). ("Hash" is a
function defined below, which hash sorts its argument into CS, merging CS
with RS on overflow. )
F5 [Mopup] . Flush. (Flush cor:lbines what is left of CS with RS.) End
(result is RS).
AlS rithm Hash (Z) ("Hash" hash sorts its argument into CS and processes
overflows of CS).
H1 [Hash the argument] . Set i
	 hj, arg (Z)] . (h computes hash codes for
polynomial arguments. )
H2 [Check for A] . If CS  = A, set CS  ♦- Z and go to H6.
H3 [Check for like terms] . If arg (CSi) G arg (Z) and type (Z) = type (CSi),
go to H5 (type has a value sin or cos).
H4 [No match, no A] . Set i +- i + 1 (mod N) (a circular buffer), and go to H2.
H5 [Collect like terms] . Replace coef (CS i) -- coef (CS i) + coef (Z).
H6 [Check for overflow] . If CS is full, Flush. Return. ("Full" means some
preassigned ratio (say, 1 /2) of CS cells are in use. )
Algorithm Flush (Combine CS with RS).
w`
F1 [Sort CS] . Sort. (Rearrange CS in 0- order.
F2 [Merge] . Merge RS with CS, collecting like terms as in step H5. Delete
terms with zero coefficients as encountered or formed. (Since RS and CS are
both in M-order, this step is very simple. )
13 [Finish] . Set RS to result of merge. Replace all elements of CS by A.
Return.
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Algorithm Sort (CS consists of runs of terms separated by ,la's. To sort CAS,
we need only sort individual runs; indeed, that is the point of the method. )
S1 [Loop control] . For each run in CS, do S2.
S2 [Sort] Sort the run in Q-order. (The first run is a special case
because it may contain overflows from the last runs in circular CS; we ignore
the details. )
0 [Finished] . Return.
*	 3.4 Extensions to Other Operations
Algorithm F is, in our experience, reasonably efficient for both extremes
of multiplication represented by examples I and II. If we adopt the convention
that (7-order applies to all PS, then addition is merely a merge, in the sense
of F2. Conversion of trigonometric polynomials is straightforward. Since
differentiation can transform sin
	 cos, efficient conversion of results to
Q -order requires that sin and cos of the same argument be adjacent. Our
example 0-order of Section 3. 3 accomplishes this. Conversion of arbitrarily
ordered PS to ®-order can be done, somewhat inefficiently, by F-multipli-
cation of the given PS by 1 cos (0).
.
.°
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